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Software development is collaborative

Software systems are built by many people
Power of many hands

Division of labor

Many kinds of collaboration exist
Consensus building

Brainstorming of design ideas

Coordination of individual development 



Software development is knowledge intensive

Knowledge from multiple domains
Problem domain

Programming language

Development tools

Operating systems

Programming libraries

The system under development

Programming is essentially a learning process



From brawny collaboration to brainy collaboration

Software systems are built by many people
Power of many hands --> Power of many heads

Division of labor         --> Distribution of knowledge

Supporting knowledge collaboration in software 
development

Accessing and integrating distributed knowledge



Knowledge vs. knowing capability

Knowledge: stored artifacts in the head

Knowledgeable behavior: effective behavior to
perform a task

Knowing capability: the capability of accessing and
integrating external knowledge for performing a
given task



Overall capability of a project team

NOT the sum of the knowledge of individual 
developers

But the capability of activating knowledge transfer 
and integrating what individuals know



Software project as a knowledge ecosystem

Software project as a self-organizing and evolving 
knowledge ecosystem

Knowledge is distributed over resources
artifacts (code, documents) and developers

Knowledge flows with 
interactions of knowledge 
resources

developer -> artifact
artifact -> artifact
artifact -> developer
developer -> developer
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Supporting knowledge collaboration

Activate all available knowledge resources (technical
and social support) in the knowledge ecosystem
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Continuous socio-technical support

Technical support (knowledge-repository)
At the bid of users

Difficult to capture tacit and contextual knowledge

Inexpensive

Social support (community-based)
Dealing with tacit knowledge

At the mercy of experts

Expensive

The seamless integration of the two approaches



The challenges

Collaboration with cognitive tools (the technical dimension)
What information should be added to complement developers’
insufficient knowledge in head

Collaboration with knowledgeable peers (the social
dimension)

Who has the knowledge I need?
Who is willing to help me at this moment?
Do I look stupid if I aske this question?
Is the information reliable?

Why should I help him/her?
What happens if I don’t help him/her?
I have my own work to do!



Learning Java API on demand

CodeBroker

STeP_IN (Socio-Technical Platform for in situ
Networking



Rapid growth of Java API



Rapid growth of Java API



Libraries used in STeP_IN

Library Name Class Method

activation.jar 38 261

bcel-5.1.jar 373 3093

commons-collections-3.1.jar 446 4021

commons-dbcp-1.2.1.jar 44 935

commons-pool-1.2.jar 25 277

jun547.jar 2640 18412

mail.jar 240 1966

postgresql.jar 82 1216

resolver.jar 29 298

StPL75.jar 175 1384

xercesImpl.jar 784 7463

xml-ParserAPIs.jar 207 1748

Total 5083 41074



Creating awareness of unknown API



Creating the awareness of unknown API



Mouse triggered information



Jumping to documents



Finding examples



Reading archived discussion



Asking the experts



Emails to dynamically chosen experts



Experts chosen based on the DynC approach

A DynC is a small group of knowledge workers that
forms ad hoc in support of a particular user working
on a particular task, and dissembles as the task is
finished

High expertise on a given task

Established social relationship with the person



The forming process of a DynC
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Triggering event for DynC(A, α)
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From information to information
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From information to people (experts)
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From people to people
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DynC(A, α)＝{A, B, C, D, E}
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Profile m
anagem

ent

Knowledge collaboration

Collaboration support

STeP_IN Repository

Human-human relation
Human-info relation

Info-info relation

Chosen experts

Discussion archive

Search interface Enhanced documents

Ask experts

Discussion archive

Search engine
Examples



Initializing Technical Profile (Developer-Info)



Initializing Social Profile (Human-Human)



Search interface



Enhanced Java API document



Example



Discussion archive



Ask experts



Evaluate a DynC



Forming a DynC in STeP_IN

Expert identification
Create an ordered list of candidate experts based on
their expertise on the specific API

Expert selection
From the list of candidate experts, select those who are
likely willing to help the programmer



Expert identification

Level1: Confirmed expertise

Level2: Claimed expertise

Level3: Inferred expertise

Level4: Future expertise



Expert identification

Level1: Confirmed expertise

DynC #975 にメールを出したメンバーは，
 normalizeにつき，確認されたエキスパートとなる



Expert identification

Level2: Claimed expertise



Expert identification

Level3: Inferred expertise



Expert identification

Level4: Future expertise
Asked a question on the same API in the past

Did not get help from the DynC and gave the 

evaluation of “not helpful”



Expert selection

4 kinds of relations

help<A,B>
friend<A,B>
exclude<A,B>
email<A,B>



Expert selection

4 kinds of relations

help<A,B>
friend<A,B>
exclude<A,B>
email<A,B>

A(lu953) contributed (sent an email) to the DynC
initiated by B(lu1281)



Expert selection

4 kinds of relation

help<A,B>

friend<A,B>
exclude<A,B>
email<A,B>

A (lu953) declares that he/she will always participate
in the DynCs initiated by B (lu1283).



Expert selection

4 kinds of relation

help<A,B>
friend<A,B>

exclude<A,B>
email<A,B>

A (lu953) declares that he/she will never
participated in the DynCs initiated by B(lu1282).



Expert selection

4 kinds of relation

help<A,B>
friend<A,B>
exclude<A,B>

email<A,B>

The number of emails that A (lu953) sent to B (lu1281) 
outside of STeP_IN.



Expert selection process

for each X in the list of candidate experts

1. If exclude<X, A>  // X does not want to participate in A’s DynC

Remove X from the list of candidate experts



Expert selection process

for each X in remaining list of candidate experts

2.  If friend<X, A>             // X wants to participate in A’s DynC

Add X to the DynC

 



Expert selection process

for each X in remaining list of candidate experts

3. If help(A, X) – help(X, A) > 0

// A has helped X more than the other way around

Add X to the DynC



Expert selection process

for each X in remaining list of candidate experts

4.  A recently helped X

Add X to the DynC



Expert selection process

for each X in remaining list of candidate experts

5. Add those Xs that have been helped more than they
have helped others.



for each X in remaining list of candidate experts

6. Choose Xs according to the number of email<X, A>

Expert selection process



Socially aware communication

To sustain knowledge collaboration

Freedom of no-participation to avoid forced collaboration

Give high priority to the motivation of experts

The success of one collaboration should not come
at the cost of future collaboration

Asymmetrical information disclosure

No-participation is socially acceptable



Socially aware communication

To say “NO” to certain DynCs in a socially acceptable way

Notification email of DynC formation



Leave this DynC

Socially aware communication

Notification email of DynC formation

To say “NO” to certain DynCs in a socially acceptable way



Socially aware communication

No participation in all DynCs on this method

Notification email of DynC formation

To say “NO” to certain DynCs in a socially acceptable way



Socially aware communication

No collaboration with this person

Notification email of DynC formation

To say “NO” to certain DynCs in a socially acceptable way



Socially aware communication

Asymmetry of information disclosure
DynC members are not made public
Members who contributed are acknowledged publicly



Software development is knowledge intensive and
collaborative

Providing technical and social support for the easy
acquisition of external knowledge when needed

Summary

http://stepin.cs.colorado.edu/STeP_IN/


